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Abstract  

Deficient public infrastructure always causes significant complications to citizens’ 
daily travelling. However, it is hard for authorities to discover all the problems that 
suddenly occur on the road. To address these issues, one direction is to develop a 
system that allows citizens to report a problem quickly, so that the authorities could 
receive the information timely and solve it as soon as possible. 

In our project, instead of developing everything from scratch, we have decided to 
use Instagram and FixaMinGata as components. Instagram is a smart phone 
application that is used to share a photo with public. We use it to make a report 
which is related to potholes, broken street lights and other similar problems.  
FixaMinGata is a Swedish website that allows people to publish infrastructure 
problem reports online and forwards them to the authorities. 

Thus, the main purpose of our project is to make an interface between Instagram 
and FixaMinGata. It involves using the information that extracted from Instagram to 
create and post a report on FixaMinGata and to forward the feedback from 
authorities to Instagram users as well. 

This project runs under Ubuntu 12.04, and we have selected Python as the 
programming language. Besides these development environments, some additional 
modules are imported as well, such as Bottle, Selenium, Poster and Mechanize.  

 

Key Words: Instagram, FixaMinGata, infrastructure, street problem, multimedia 
report, road authority 
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1 Introduction 

This thesis project is provided by Victoria Institute in Gothenburg. The overall 
objective is to design and develop a system which allows people to easily inform the 
road authorities about the problems in the traffic environment. They regard this as 
urgent issue which is related to citizens’ safety and comfort while using 
infrastructure. 

This chapter includes four subsections. Section 1.1 states the process and problem 
of reporting a case of public infrastructure. Section 1.2 depicts the methods that are 
chosen to solve the problems. Section 1.3 illustrates the objectives and is followed 
by Section 1.4 which discusses the outlines of this thesis paper. 

 

1.1 Problem Statement 

Road authorities, who are in charge of the design and maintenance of the 
transportation infrastructure, work hard to keep the traffic environment working in 
good state. However, problems that suddenly occur in the traffic environment are 
difficult to be discovered in time. It can be weeks later when the problem is detected 
if nobody reports it or reports it late. The delay in reporting such damaged 
infrastructure is usually due to citizen’s lack of knowledge of how to report certain 
issues to the authority. This is a common case that decreases the quality of the 
traffic environment and it is a common problem which has attracted more and more 
attention but has not been solved in our daily life.  

There are several traditional ways to report street problems. The authorities 
provide a public telephone number which allows everyone to report or they provide 
an email address so that you can report the problem by Internet with specified 
format and key words. Another alternative is to send a letter or visit their office 
directly to inform them about the problem. The shortcoming of the ways above is 
that not all people know the telephone number and they may not even want to call. 
Some of them do want to send a report by email, but they may give up when writing 
a report needs to fill too much information. Aside from that, for people who are on a 
temporal visit in a new city, it is difficulties to figure out the way of reporting a 
traffic infrastructure problem, most notably for those people who come from other 
counties.  

Considering the shortcomings of traditional ways mentioned above, we want to 
come up with a new way. For public, this way should be simple and time efficient; 
for authorities, the report of the problem should be simple and contain complete 
information. Aside from this, it should be easy to get so that the public can be 
involved. As a result, this system could drastically reduce the authorities’ workload, 
while contributing to better traffic environments for all the citizens since most of 
the problems could be reported and thus fixed in time. 
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To sum up, the new report system should have the following features: 

 Collect information of the problems 

The report system should have the ability to collect crucial information of 
the problems. This could either be done automatically or semi-automatically 
with a few manual operations from the reporter. 

 Open to public 

It means that the report system is available for anyone who wants to report 
the problem and the reports should be open to anyone who is interested in 
the information. Moreover, provide access to update the report for everyone 
could be a bonus since this may bring more people to participate in the 
public issues and decrease the time of solving a common case. 

 Multimedia information 

In traditional ways, people may report a problem by making a call or 
sending an email. Apparently, modern technologies such as video and 
pictures are not involved at all. This actually disabled the best way of 
reporting a problem. Multimedia gives a vivid way of illustrating problems, 
authorities could realize the problem immediately after a quick glance 
without reading text; in addition, it gives a better way to estimate the 
severity of the problems. 

 Sending information to the corresponding authority automatically 

To simplify the reporting procedures, this system should enable people 
focusing on the information of the problems, rather than technical details 
such as “who should I send” and “how should I send”. This feature allows 
people from different cities to report the problem. 

 Interactive 

The report system should give reporter feedback from authorities and 
support public comments. This is important because the report is updated 
in this way and people are encouraged when they realize that they are 
involved in the case and contribute to others’ safety. 

 

1.2 Approach chosen to solve the problem 

Building up such a report system is not an easy work. Instead of developing 
everything from scratch, Cristofer Englund from Victoria Institute recommended us 
to use Instagram and Fixamingata as components in our project.  
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 Instagram 

Instagram is an online photo-sharing and social networking service that 
enables its users to take pictures and share them with public. It was created 
in 2010 and now has millions users. People can easily get the application for 
their iPhone, iPod Touch and Android phones [1].  

There are two reasons why this smart phone application is chosen for this 
project. First, it can collect multimedia information. People can quickly take 
a photo, add some comments and tag it by “#fixmystreet” with the current 
location automatically. That is enough for the report. Second, people can 
download the application easily and millions of people already use it in their 
daily life. 

 Fixamingata 

Fixamingata is forked from the English website FixMyStreet. FixMyStreet is 
a mySociety website through which users can report potholes, broken street 
lights and similar problems with streets and roads in England, Scotland and 
Wales to their local council or related organization and see what reports 
have already been made [2]. Because FixaMinGata supports all the 
municipalities in Sweden, so we can send problem reports to authorities 
through it. The reports can also be open to public on FixaMinGata. 

Therefore, the main task to build up the report system is to setup the 
communication between Instagram and FixaMinGata (see Figure 1-1). When people 
on the street post a “report” on Instagram, the report should automatically be added 
to FixaMinGata and then be sent to the corresponding authority. Later the reporter 
can also get the feedback from the authorities and other users.  
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Figure 1-1: Project architecture 

 

1.3 Objectives 

Our aim of this project is to extract necessary information from Instagram to create 
a report, post it to FixaMinGata website, and send feedback generated from the 
municipality to Instagram users.  

The project can be divided into following tasks: 

 Task1: Extract information from Instagram 

A server-function is required to extract information from Instagram by a 
specified tag, such as #fixmystreet. The information needed includes media 
id, photo, caption, GPS coordinates and user name. 

 Task2: Post a report on fixamingata.se 

FixaMinGata provides an external import interface for user to report a 
problem through HTTP POST. A lot of data needs to be sent via HTTP POST, 
such as service, id, subject, detail, name, email, phone, latitude, longitude 
and photo. 

Instagram 

FixaMinGata.se 
(Swedish 

FixMyStreet) 

CHAT 

Instagram APP 
(Developed by Instagram) 
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 Task3: Forward feedback from fixamingata.se to the Instagram users 

When extracting information from Instagram, a valid email can be included 
so that the feedback can be sent back to Instagram users by email. No 
matter whether a valid email address is provided or not, a comment will 
always be added to the relevant photo in Instagram. 

 Task4: Create an Open311 standard report 

FixaMinGata cannot accept posts with new reports via Open311 standard 
directly; it can only send them to the municipality. Therefore, it is not 
necessary to create Open311 reports. However, if someone wants to send a 
report to the municipality directly, an open311 standard report is required. 

 

1.4 Outlines 

The rest chapters of this report are organized as follows: Chapter 2 serves to 
introduce the result of literature study and presents some similar work. Chapter 3 
presents the methods used to solve the tasks. Chapter 4 emphasizes on how to 
implement each task and the result. Chapter 5 concentrates on the conclusion of this 
project and some discussion about future work. 
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2 Background 

This chapter describes some basic information of relevant application, website and 
technology involved in our project. They are Instagram, FixaMinGata and Open311. 

 

2.1 Instagram 

In this project, Instagram is used by citizens to report problems in Sweden. As 
mentioned earlier in Introduction part, Instagram is an online photo-sharing and 
social networking service that enables its users to take pictures and share them with 
public. Nowadays, it has been used by millions of people around the world. 

2.1.1 Share a photo 

To use Instagram to share a photo, a detailed description of each step follows: 

 Choose a photo 

User can either take a new photo by camera or choose one from the photo 
gallery. When people want to make a report, at first, they need to take a photo of 
the scene. If the user does not want to finish the report immediately, they can 
save the photo in photo gallery and share the photo later. 

 Add tag 

A tag is a word or a phrase prefixed with symbol # [3]. The tag for the report is 
specified as “#fixmystreet”. It is used as indicator for the photo so that our 
application can find photos that are intended as FixaMinGata reports. 

 Add caption 

The caption is used to describe details of the problem. It is required for the 
report. Besides, if the reporter wants to have the feedback to his email address, 
he can add the email address in the caption field. 

 Add location 

The location can be added automatically by the GPS service. However, if the GPS 
service is not available, user can also add the location manually. 

A photo can be shared online based on the previous steps with specified tag 
“#fixmystreet” (see Figure 2-1). 
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Figure 2-1: An example of using Instagram to share a photo  

 

2.1.2 Comment a photo 

As Instagram is not only a smart phone application but also available in web 
browser. Each photo you upload with smart phone can also be found in web 
browser through a specified link (see Figure 2-2). 
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Figure 2-2: View a photo in Instagram by web browser 

 

In this webpage, there is an area for other users to add a comment. This approach is 
one of the chosen methods to generate a feedback to Instagram users after their 
reports have been posted to FixaMinGata. The details of implementing this function 
will be discussed in a later chapter. 

However, whoever wants to comment a photo needs to login first. Therefore, a user 
account named “fixamingatatest” is registered and used to add a comment to photo 
in Instagram. Different comments will be added according to different situations. 

2.1.3 Instagram API 

Instagram’s API can be used to request data from it. It uses the OAuth 2.0 protocol 
for simple, but effective authentication and authorization [4]. OAuth 2.0 protocol 
refers to an open standard for authorization. It provides a method for clients to 
access server resources on behalf of a resource owner. It also provides a process for 
end-users to authorize third-party access to their server resources without sharing 
their credentials (typically, a username and password pair), using user-agent 
redirections [5]. 

However, in this project, authenticating users is not needed at all. Authentication is 
required only in cases when your application is making requests on behalf of a user. 
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For instance, when you want to add a comment to a photo which belongs to other 
users, you must login your own account first. In other words, you cannot add a 
comment anonymously. 

Instagram API provides eight different kinds of endpoints for users to request data 
from Instagram. An endpoint is a service at the server which responses client 
requests. All endpoints are only accessible via https and are located at 
api.instagram.com. 

The endpoints are listed below: 

 User endpoints 

The basic functions of these endpoints are getting the information about a user, 
getting the most recent media published by a user and searching for a user by 
name.  

 Relationship endpoints 

Relationship here can be expressed using the following terms: 

Outgoing status: Your relationship to the user. Can be "follows", "requested", 
"none".                                                       
Incoming_status: A user's relationship to you. Can be "followed_by",                                                                                                                  
"requested_by", "blocked_by_you", "none". 

Thus, according to the relationship endpoints, the list of users a particular user 
follows or is followed by can be acquired. Also the information about a 
relationship to another user can be obtained and modified. 

 Media endpoints 

They can be used to search for media in a given area and get information about a 
media object. A list of currently popular media can also be required by this 
particular kind of endpoint. 

 Comment endpoints 

Comment endpoints are useful when a full list of comments on a media is 
required. Commenting on a media through these endpoints could be realized 
previously, however, at present, this function is closed to public due to its abuse 
by spammers. 

 Like endpoints  

A list of users who have liked a specified media could be acquired according to 
the like endpoints. Also setting or removing a like on a media can be achieved.  
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 Tag endpoints 

In Instagram, tag endpoints can be used to get information about a tag object or 
get a list of recently tagged media.  

 Location endpoints 

When sharing a media with coordinates, the location of this media can be 
acquired by using location endpoints. For a given location, a list of recent media 
objects can be returned. 

 Geographies endpoints 

Once you create a geography subscription in Instagram, the very recent media 
can be accessed by these endpoints. 

Among all the endpoints provided by Instagram API, tag endpoints are selected in 
our project to request data from Instagram by a predefined tag “#fixmystreet”. 

 

2.2 FixaMinGata 

FixaMinGata is a Swedish website that used to public the reports and informs the 
authorities in our project. It is a web-based online service for citizens to report 
problems on the road. 

The homepage of this website is shown below (see Figure 2-3): 
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Figure 2-3: Home page of FixaMinGata 

Reporting a problem to FixaMinGata can be done in two ways, either using a web 
browser to fill in all the information manually or using its external import interface 
to create a report programmatically. 

2.2.1 Report Manually 

FixaMinGata provides a website to receive reports and it has not developed a mobile 
phone application yet. It means if someone wants to make a report on FixaMinGata, 
they need to make it through a browser.  

To report a problem by FixaMinGata, the first step is to enter a postcode or street 
name and city. After that, click on the map to locate the problem you want to report. 
In the end, the reporter needs to fill the information that contained in figure 2-4 to 
successfully submit a report. 
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Figure 2-4: Create a report in FixaMinGata 

 

They are listed below: 

 Subject 

It is the title of the report that you want to report to FixaMinGata.  

 Details 

Some descriptions about the problem can be added in this area. 

 Photo 

A photo which can be used to reflect the problem clearly should be provided.  

 Category 
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It contains a drop-down list that defines some subjects that the report may 
reflect. When using the web browser to report a problem manually, the category 
can be selected according to a reporter’s subjective idea.  

 Email 

A valid email is required to successfully submit a report. Also when the problem 
is marked as resolved or someone updates the report, all the updated 
information will be sent to this email address. 

2.2.2 Report Programmatically 

FixaMinGata does not provide an API like Instagram, but it can receive reports by 
POST method at http://beta.fixamingata.se/import (see figure 2-5). 

 

Figure 2-5: External import interface of FixaMinGata 

 

It is an external import interface of FixaMinGata that allows people to create a 
report programmatically. A lot of information should be sent to this interface and 
most of them are similar to the information when you report a problem by a web 
browser. The details of the information will be discussed in a later chapter.  
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2.3 Open 311 

When there is a new report made on FixaMinGata, the FixaMinGata website can 
send the report to corresponding municipality via Open311 standard over HTTP 
POST. However, FixaMinGata cannot receive Open311 standard report yet. Open311 
is a form of technology that provides open channels of communication for issues 
that concern public space and public services. Although Open311 is only used for 
FixaMinGata sending report to municipalities in this system, Open311 technology 
itself is a similar work as this project.  

Primarily, Open311 refers to a standardized protocol for location-based 
collaborative issue-tracking. By offering free web API access to an existing 311 
service, Open311 is an evolution of the phone-based 311 systems that many cities in 
North America offer. Unlike the synchronous one-to-one communication of a 311 
call center, Open311 technologies use the internet to enable these interactions to be 
asynchronous and many-to-many. 

There are mobile phone applications for making Open311 standard reports. People 
can use them to report and track non-emergency issues in public spaces. Common 
issues include potholes, broken streetlights, garbage, vandalism, and other problems 
that compromise public spaces and infrastructure. The following pictures show how 
it works [6]. 

 

Figure 2-6: There is a list of service items 
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Figure 2-7: The request must match the offer item 

 

 

Figure 2-8: The request must be complete 
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Figure 2-9: Reporter can track the request 

 

However, in Sweden, the Open311 technology is not popular yet. Many 
municipalities prefer their own report system. FixaMinGata mostly sends 
municipalities reports through E-mail. Therefore, in this project, it is a better choice 
to use FixaMinGata to communicate with the authorities. But in the future work, 
Open311 technology can be used to make the report system more interactive. The 
details are mentioned in the Future Wok chapter. 
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3 Methods 

Development environment and some requirements aimed to achieve all the tasks 
are introduced in this chapter. Section 1.1 introduces the development environment 
of our project. Section 1.2 emphasizes on the chosen of programming language and 
framework. The remaining sections cover some modules in this project. 

 

3.1 Development  Environment 

3.1.1 Ubuntu 

Ubuntu 12.04 is chosen to develop our project for its fast, stable and secure. It is a 
long-term support release which has continuous hardware support improvements 
as well as guaranteed security and support updates until April 2017 [7]. Although 
another Linux operating system, Debian, can be a better server, we prefer a more 
user friendly and popular one to develop our project. 

3.1.2 Python 

The programming language used in this project is Python. It is not only a high-level 
programming language but also a popular server side language. It is installed in 
Ubuntu already and supported well. Moreover, large and comprehensive standard 
libraries and many third-party tools are supported by Python. But more importantly 
than all of that, one of Instagram API libraries is written in Python. More details will 
be mentioned in a later chapter. 

3.1.3 Bottle 

Bottle is a web frame work for Python. It is a fast and simple micro-framework for 
small web-applications. It offers request dispatching (Routes) with URL parameter 
support, templates, key/value databases, a build-in HTTP server and adapters for 
many third party WSGI/HTTP-server and template engines. It includes all in a single 
file and has no dependencies other than the Python Standard Library [8].  
 
 

3.2 Poster 

Poster is a third-party tool for Python. It provides support for both streaming POST 
requests as well as multipart/form-data encoding of string or file parameters. The 
interface provided by FixaMinGata for reporting programmatically is available at 
http://beta.fixamingata.se/import. There is a form needs to be filled with the 
following information: subject, detail, name, email, phone, latitude, longitude and 
photo. The form needs to be posted (with POST method) to the same url. The type of 
the form is “multipart/form-data”, which is used for submitting forms that contain 
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files, non-ASCII data, and binary data. In this project, a JPEG type photo is required 
to upload to the external import interface of FixaMinGata.  

The problem is that the module in Python standard library does not provide an easy 
way to upload this type of content. Therefore, Poster is used to post report to the 
external import interface of FixaMinGata.  Below is a short example of how to use 
poster [9].  
 

# test_client.py 
from poster.encode import multipart_encode 
from poster.streaminghttp import register_openers 
import urllib2 
# Register the streaming http handlers with urllib2 
register_openers() 
# Start the multipart/form-data encoding of the file "DSC0001.jpg" 
# "image1" is the name of the parameter, which is normally set 
# via the "name" parameter of the HTML <input> tag. 
# headers contains the necessary Content-Type and Content-Length 
# datagen is a generator object that yields the encoded parameters 
datagen, headers = multipart_encode({"image1": open("DSC0001.jpg", "rb")}) 
# Create the Request object 
request = urllib2.Request("http://localhost:5000/upload_image", datagen, 
headers) 
# Actually do the request, and get the response 
print urllib2.urlopen(request).read() 

. 

3.3 SMTP and POP3 

In the project, a Gmail account is used to post a report to FixaMinGata. Local email 
client is used to send message through Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) and 
retrieve and delete the messages through Post Office Protocol (POP). 

SMTP is popularly used by user-level client mail for sending messages to a mail 
server for relaying. On the other hand, for receiving messages, Post Office Protocol 
(POP) is used.  

In Python Library, smtplib module and poplib module are used for each protocol 
client. The smtplib module defines an SMTP client session object that can be used to 
send mail to any Internet machine with an SMTP or ESMTP listener daemon [10]. 
The poplib module defines a class, POP3, which encapsulates a connection to a POP3 
server. Additionally, this module provides a class POP3_SSL, which provides support 
for connecting to POP3 servers that use SSL as an underlying protocol layer [11].  
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3.4 Mechanize 

Even after successfully passing all the information to external import interface of 
FixaMinGata, the report needs to be confirmed. It requires the reporter to check his 
email, click on the link, open the URL, add additional information and submit again. 
If these operations need to be done by reporters manually, the report system will 
not be convenient enough for people to use on the road. In order to completely send 
a report to FixaMinGata we use the Mechanize module. 

Mechanize.Browser implements the urllib2.OpenerDirector interface. Browser 
objects have state, including navigation history, HTML form state, cookies, etc. The 
set of features and URL schemes handled by Browser objects is configurable. The 
library also provides an API that is mostly compatible with urllib2 [12].  

Code example: 
import re 
import mechanize 
br = mechanize.Browser() 
br.open("http://www.example.com/") 
br.select_form(name="order")  
br["cheeses"] = ["mozzarella", "caerphilly"] 
response2 = br.submit() 

 

3.5 Selenium 

Although add comments to photo is implemented in Instagram API, the comment 
access is required to apply by e-mail. We sent the email several times and got no 
reply. Therefore, another way needs to be found to do this. As the idea is to simulate 
a user add a comment on PC with browser, we also tried to use mechanize. However, 
this was failed. When using mechanize to open the URL of the photo, the connection 
is denied by ”robot.txt” (Robot Exclusion Standard), which is a convention to prevent 
cooperating web crawlers and other web robots from accessing all or part of a 
website. Thankfully, Selenium solves the problem. 

Selenium automates real browsers which can be used to implement this function 
programmatically. The Selenium WebDriver opens a browser and behaves almost 
like a user operation. Unlike Mechanize, the window of the browser shows on the 
screen. The text filled in the form will appear the same as a user typing in.  

3.6 GeoReport v2 API 

The GeoReport API v2 allows developers to build applications to handle Open311 
standard report. The current specification is focused on location-based non-
emergency issues such as graffiti, potholes, and street cleaning. The API consists of 
two main kinds of resources: services and service requests. UTF-8 is required for 
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encoding. XML is a required format, but JSON can be provided at the discretion of the 
API provider. The API methods are described as below [13]: 

GET Service List 

Provide a list of acceptable 311 service request types and their associated service 
codes. These request types can be unique to the city/jurisdiction. 

Sample URL: https://api.city.gov/dev/v2/services.json?jurisdiction_id=city.gov 

Sample Response: 
[ 

{ 
"service_code":001, 
"service_name":"Cans left out 24x7", 
"description":"Garbage or recycling cans that have been left out for more than 24 hours after 

collection. Violators will be cited.", 
"metadata":true, 
"type":"realtime", 
"keywords":"lorem, ipsum, dolor", 
"group":"sanitation" 

} 
] 

GET Service Definition 

Define attributes associated with a service code. These attributes can be unique to 
the city/jurisdiction. 

Sample URL: https://api.city.gov/dev/v2/services/033.xml?jurisdiction_id=city.gov 

Sample Response: 

{ 
"service_code":"DMV66", 
"attributes":[ 

{ 
"variable":true, 
"code":"WHISHETN", 
"datatype":"singlevaluelist", 
"required":true, 
"datatype_description":null, 
"order":1, 
"description":"What is the ticket/tag/DL number?", 
"values":[ 

{ 
"key":123, 
"name":"Ford" 

}, 
{ 

"key":124, 
"name":"Chrysler" 

} 
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] 
} 

] 
} 

POST Service Request 

Create service requests. 

Sample Request:  

POST /dev/v2/requests.xml 
Host: api.city.gov 
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded; charset=utf-8 
api_key=xyz&jurisdiction_id=city.gov&service_code=001&lat=37.76524078&long=-
122.4212043&address_string=1234+5th+street&email=smit333%40sfgov.edu&device_i
d=tt222111&account_id=123456&first_name=john&last_name=smith&phone=1111111
11&description=A+large+sinkhole+is+destroying+the+street&media_url=http%3A%2F
%2Ffarm3.static.flickr.com%2F2002%2F2212426634_5ed477a060.jpg&attribute[WHIS
PAWN]=123456&attribute[WHISDORN]=COISL001 

Sample Response: 

[ 

  { 

    "service_request_id":293944, 

"service_notice":"The City will inspect and require the responsible  

party to correct within 24 hours and/or issue a Correction Notice 

or Notice of Violation of the Public Works Code", 

    "account_id":null 

  } 

] 

GET service_request_id from a token 

Get the service_request_id from a temporary token. This is unnecessary if the 
response from creating a service request does not contain a token. 

Sample URL: https://api.city.gov/dev/v2/tokens/123456.xml?jurisdiction_id=city.gov 

Sample Response: 

[ 

  { 

    "service_request_id":638344, 

    "token":12345 

  } 

] 

GET Service Requests 

Query the current status of multiple requests. 

Sample URL:  
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https://api.city.gov/dev/v2/requests.xml?start_date=2010-05-24T00:00:00Z&end_date=2010-
06-24T00:00:00Z&status=open&jurisdiction_id=city.gov 

Sample Response: 

[ 

  { 

    "service_request_id":638344, 

    "status":"closed", 

    "status_notes":"Duplicate request.", 

    "service_name":"Sidewalk and Curb Issues", 

    "service_code":006, 

    "description":null, 

    "agency_responsible":null, 

    "service_notice":null, 

    "requested_datetime":"2010-04-14T06:37:38-08:00", 

    "updated_datetime":"2010-04-14T06:37:38-08:00", 

    "expected_datetime":"2010-04-15T06:37:38-08:00", 

    "address":"8TH AVE and JUDAH ST", 

    "address_id":545483, 

    "zipcode":94122, 

    "lat":37.762221815, 

    "long":-122.4651145,   

"media_url":"http://city.gov.s3.amazonaws.com/requests/media/638344

.jpg " 

  }, 

] 

GET Service Request 

Query the current status of an individual request. 

Sample URL: https://api.city.gov/dev/v2/requests/123456.xml?jurisdiction_id=city.gov 

Sample Response: 

[ 

  { 

    "service_request_id":638344, 

    "status":"closed", 

    "status_notes":"Duplicate request.", 

    "service_name":"Sidewalk and Curb Issues", 

    "service_code":006, 

    "description":null, 

    "agency_responsible":null, 

    "service_notice":null, 

    "requested_datetime":"2010-04-14T06:37:38-08:00", 

    "updated_datetime":"2010-04-14T06:37:38-08:00", 

    "expected_datetime":"2010-04-15T06:37:38-08:00", 

    "address":"8TH AVE and JUDAH ST", 

    "address_id":545483, 

    "zipcode":94122, 

    "lat":37.762221815, 

    "long":-122.4651145, 

    

"media_url":"http://city.gov.s3.amazonaws.com/requests/media/638344.jpg" 
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  } 

] 
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4 Implementation and Results 

This chapter emphasizes on the implementation and results. According to the tasks 
mentioned in Introduction part, it is divided into three sections. Section one focuses 
on retrieving data from Instagram and performing data processing on it. Section two 
concentrates on creating a report and posting it to FixaMinGata. Section three 
discusses two approaches to implement feedback function. 

 

4.1 Data Retrieval from Instagram 

Instagram is an open system which provides a very generic but efficient and richly 
functional programming API for users. To access Instagram’s API requires a valid 
Oauth client id and client secret. This can be done by registering an application in 
Instagram’s official website. For this project, an application named “Instagram-
FixaMinGata” is created with the unique client id and client secret.  

The client for the Instagram REST and Search APIs is based on the libraries on 
Instagram’s official website. There are two options available, one is implemented in 
Python and another one is based on Ruby. This project uses the former one. 

4.1.1 Raw Data Extract   

To start with, we create a new file called show.py. It is used to extract all the 
necessary data from Instagram and to show it on a local webpage.  

In this file, a new object named “api” for class “InstagramAPI” is created. Then we 
pass client id and client secret to it as its parameters: 

api = client. InstagramAPI (client_id='...', client_secret='...') 

After that, a suitable API is needed to retrieve all the necessary data from Instagram. 
To search data by a specified tag, the most suitable “InstagramAPI” in file client.py is 
“tag_recent_media”.  

It is constructed as follows: 

tag_recent_media=bind_method(                                                                                                     
path="/tags/{tag_name}/media/recent",      
accepts_parameters=MEDIA_ACCEPT_PARAMETERS + ['tag_name'],                        
root_class=Media,                                                                                                               
paginates=True) 

In order to return the data, we use “fixmystreet” to replace tag_name parameter in 
“tag_recent_media”.  
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Then code “tag, next = api.tag_recent_media (tag_name = 'fixmystreet')” is used to 
retrieve data.  

The details of returned data can be found in its root class “Media” in file module.py. 

It is constructed as follows: 

class  Media(ApiModel):                
def object_from_dictionary(cls, entry):     
 new_media = Media(id=entry['id'])                     
 new_media.user = User.object_from_dictionary(entry['user'])   
 new_media.images = {}        
 for version, version_info in entry['images'].iteritems()    
       new_media.images[version] = Image.object_from_dictionary(version_info)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
 new_media.comments =[]        
 if entry['location'] and 'id' in entry:                                                                                                                                                                                     
       new_media.location = Location.object_from_dictionary(entry['location'])
 if entry['caption']:         
       new_media.caption = Comment.object_from_dictionary(entry['caption'])
 if entry['tags']:          
    new_media.tags = []                
 for tag in entry['tags']:         
       new_media.tags.append(Tag.object_from_dictionary({'name': tag}))
 new_media.link = entry['link']       
 return new_media 

From all the pre-categorized data stored in “tag”, we extract images, caption, 
comments, location, id, user and link. 

To store the raw data separately, six lists are created. 

 Image List 

It is used to store the url of each photo. We use code                          
“images.append ('<img src="%s"/>' % media.images ['thumbnail'].url” to add url 
at the end of the image list. 

 Caption List 

A caption contains the specified tag “fixmystreet” which is used to search the 
photo. Meanwhile, some description about photo and a valid email address can 
also be added to the caption area. We use code                                             
“caption.append ('<P>%s</p>'%media.caption)” to add caption at the end of the 
caption list. 

 Location List 
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Location list contains the GPS-coordinates of each photo. Each element in this 
list consists of latitude and longitude which will be put into two separate lists 
called longitude and longitude. We use code                                               
“location.append ('<p>%s</p>'%media.location)” to add location information at 
the end of the location list. 

 Media_id List 

There is a unique media id for each photo in Instagram. It can be used to name 
the photo which needs to be downloaded later and saved in JPG format. We use 
code “media_id.append ('<p>Media_id:%s</p>'%media.id)” to add media id 
information at the end of the media_id list. 

 User List 

User list stands for the users who upload the photos by Instagram. We use code 
“user.append ('<p>%s</p>'%media.user)” to add user name at the end of the 
user list. 

 Link List 

Since Instagram is not only a smart phone application but also available in web 
browser, for photo you upload with smart phone can always be found in web 
browser through a specified link. This link is also needed when a comment is to 
be added to a particular photo in Instagram. We use code                                   
“link.append ('<p>Link: %s</p>'%media.link)” to add link at the end of the link 
list. 

4.1.2 Data Processing 

All the necessary data has been extracted from Instagram and stored separately into 
different lists, however, there may be some items that cannot be used to create a 
report. For instance, if someone just takes a photo and uploads it without GPS 
locating, then an empty element will be added to the location list. Item like this 
should be deleted since if a problem is reported to FixaMinGata without GPS-
coordinates, the relevant authority cannot be found. Since the information stored in 
the same position of each list is related to the same photo, once an element in 
location list is deleted, the elements in the same position of other lists should also be 
deleted.  

Before dealing with the data, two modules must be imported. One is “re” module 
which provides regular expression support. It can be used when some particular 
text patterns need be matched. The other one is “urllib” module. It provides a high-
level interface for fetching data across the World Wide Web. 

For this project, raw data processing can be divided into two steps. 

 Step1: Delete the photos which have no GPS-coordinates 
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While looping all the elements in the location list, we skip the elements which 
are null. So in the outer for loop “for media in location”, add an if statement       
“if loca! = '<p>None</p>'” in it. It means now all the processing inside this if 
statement are only for the photo which has been located.  

 Step2: Delete photos which are not taken in Sweden 

As Instagram is a smart phone application which is widely used all over the 
world, people outside Sweden may also take a photo and coincidently tag it with 
“fixmystreet”. However, FixaMinGata is a website that only deals with issues in 
Sweden. Problems that occur outside Sweden are out of their scope. 
Consequently, photos which are not taken in Sweden should also be deleted. 

In order to find out whether a photo is taken in Sweden or not, a web service 
named MapIt is used. It provides a lot of REST APIs. For instance, the location 
can be looked up by postcode, point, and area. 

Looking up by point is chosen by us to decide if the photo is taken in Sweden 
(see Figure 4-1).  

 

 

Figure 4-1: MapIt service 

 

The url may look like this “http://beta.fixamingata.se:8005/point/ [SRID]/[x, [y]”. 
After filling in all the necessary parameters in the link above, it will return a 
hash of areas that the point is contained within when the location is in Sweden 
or just a blank page if it is outside Sweden. 

For instance, when the photo is taken in Sweden, the webpage may return the 
content similar to the following (see Figure 4-2) 
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Figure 4-2: A photo that taken in Sweden 

 
 

        Otherwise, it will only return a blank page (see Figure 4-3). 

 

 

Figure 4-3: A photo that taken outside Sweden 

 

In order to use MapIt service, longitude and latitude should be provided 
separately to the link “http://beta.fixamingata.se:8005/point/4326/[x],[y]”. 
Therefore, use match pattern “re.search (‘Point :(.*),(.*)', media)” to extract 
longitude and latitude information from each element in location list and then 
separately store them into two newly created lists called longitude and latitude. 

Then we use “urllib” module to visit the link and return the data from it, the 
code can be constructed as follows: 

url =http://beta.fixamingata.se:8005/point/4326/11.968629,57.706407 
 ufile = urllib.urlopen(url)        
 text = ufile.read() 

Depending on the returned result, all the items which only return blank pages 
should be deleted. It means text which is used to store the returned data equals 
to '{}'.  
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To view the result, we execute script show.py to return the information that extract 
from Instagram. The returned data can be seen in a local webpage as follows (see 
Figure 4-4): 

 

 

Figure 4-4: View the data extracted from Instagram on local webpage  
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4.2 Report to FixaMinGata  

By now, all the data extracted from Instagram has been processed and all the 
unnecessary data has been deleted. The next step is to create reports according to 
obtained information and post them to FixaMinGata. 

In addition to the normal way that a problem can be reported to FixaMinGata 
through using a browser and filling all the information manually, FixaMinGata 
provides an external import interface for users who want to submit a report 
programmatically. 

However, unlike Instagram APIs that can retrieval all the data once automatically, 
the external import interface of FixaMinGata is still mainly for manual input. 
Comparing this method with reporting a problem via a browser, the main difference 
is that you can specify GPS-coordinates, instead of clicking on the map. 

4.2.1 Post Report 

There are some variables that must be sent via HTTP POST to the external import 
interface of FixaMinGata. The interface refers to the following url 
“http://beta.fixamingata.se/import”. These variables are listed below: 

 Service 

It refers to the name of application or service using this interface. For all the 
reports, the same application name “Instagram-FixaMinGata” is used. 

 Id 

It is a unique id of a user or device for possible future use. As mentioned earlier, 
the media id of each photo is unique, so it is suitable to just use media id to fill in 
this variable. 

 Subject 

The subject of this report is always needed. For all the reports, same application 
name “Report from Instagram” is used. 

 Detail 

Some description about the problem can be seen in detail area. It is the main 
body and details of problem report. Elements in caption list will be used to fill in 
this variable. 

 Name 

Name of problem reporter must be provided. The usernames extracted from 
Instagram are stored in the “user” list and they are used for the reporter names.  
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 Email 

Providing a valid email address is really important because using this method to 
post a report requires authentication via email. A Gmail address 
“fixamingatase@gmail.com” was created and dedicated to post reports to 
FixaMinGata. 

 Phone 

It refers to the telephone number of problem reporter. Since this variable is 
optional, we simply leave it blank. 

 Lat/lon 

These two variables must be provided to locate the problem and determine 
which authority the report should be sent.   

 Photo 

Without a photo of problem, the issue may not be intuitive enough for the 
authority to realize how urgent the problem is.  Also a photo usually shows 
reality well what the problem is and what action should be taken to solve it. 

In order to pass all the variables to the external import, a module named Poster, 
which provides a set of classes and functions to faciliate making HTTP POST 
requests using the standard multipart/form-data encoding, should be imported. For 
that, we add code “from poster.encode import multipart_encode/from 
poster.streaminghttp import register_openers” at the beginning of the script. 

In addition to “poster” module, “urllib2” module and “os” module should also be 
imported. ”Urllib2” module is an extensible library for opening urls and “os” module 
is a miscellaneous operating system interfaces. 

To begin with, photos need to be downloaded. It is because when using poster 
module to upload a photo, the photo should be available locally. If you just pass the 
link of photo to photo variable, it will be invalid. We use code                      
“os.path.isfile (filename)” to see whether the photo exists or not. If it does not exist, 
“urllib.urlopen (str (url)).read ()” is added to open a network object denoted by the 
url and read the data from that url. Then we use python’s build-in open () function to 
return an object of “.jpg” type which refers to the photo. After downloading the 
photo successfully, we begin to upload the data that extracted from Instagram to the 
external import interface of FixaMinGata. 

For instance, a report can be created and posted to FixaMinGata in the following 
form: 

register_openers()       
datagen,headers=multipart_encode({                                                                                           
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          "service" :  ”Instagram-FixaMinGata”,     
 "id"           :   media_id[],       
 "subject":   ”Report from Instagram”,     
 "detail"    :   comment[],       
 "name"    :    user[],        
 "email"    :  "fixamingatase@gmail.com",     
 "lat"          :   latitude[],         
 "lon"         :   longitude[],      
 "photo"   :  open(media_id[]+'.jpg',"rb")})                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
request= urllib2.Request("http://beta.fixamingata.se/import", datagen, headers) 

The external import interface of FixaMinGata will return a plain text response: 
either success if the report has been successfully received or a few errors will be 
listed. 

If “success” is returned, an email which contains a confirmation link will be sent to 
the email address which we used to post the report. 

The received email is similar to the example which is shown below (see Figure 4-5): 

 

 

Figure 4-5: An example of received email 

 

The user who receives the email must click the link provided in the email in order to 
check the details of their report, and then click button “SEND” to submit the report 
and send it to authority. 
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Instead of confirming the report manually, code can be written and added to the 
script to achieve these functions automatically. 

4.2.2 Confirm Report 

There are two most prevalent Internet standard protocols for email retrieval. They 
are POP (Post Office Protocol) and IMAP (Internet Message Access Protocol). In this 
project, POP is chosen and used to retrieve email from a remote server.  

In order to access to a mailbox from Python, module “poplib” should be imported. It 
is a class that encapsulates a connection to a POP3 server and implements this 
protocol. 

To successfully confirm a report, there are two steps. They are listed below: 

 Access the mailbox 

The “poplib” module contains two classes. One is poplib.POP3, the other one is 
poplib.POP3_SSL. Poplib.POP3_SSL () is chosen as it connects to the server over 
an SSL encrypted socket. It is safer than poplib.POP3. Thus, code 
“poplib.POP3_SSL ('pop.gmail.com', 995)” is used to connect to the server. In 
parentheses, “pop.gmail.com” stands for the host of gmail used earlier and “995” 
is the standard POP3-over-SSL port.  

After connecting to the server, POP3.user () and POP3.pass_ () methods are used 
to pass the username and password to the instance and login. Then POP3.stat () 
method is used to return the mailbox status. The result is a tuple of two integers, 
one is the count of message, and the other one is the size of mailbox. Retrieving 
an email can be achieved by using POP3.retr () method. In parentheses, you can 
pass the index of the email which you want to read. It will return the content of 
that email. Then you can search the content line by line and use match pattern 
“re.search (r'http://beta.fixamingata.se/L/. +', line)” to extract the link.  

 Choose a category and simulate a click on  “SEND” button 

When visiting the link that extracted from the email, the webpage is returned as 
follow (see Figure 4-6):  
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Figure 4-6 : Confirm the report 

 

It is natural that most fields are filled with the contents that provided earlier, 
but there is still one field named “Category” that needs to be selected at that 
time. Category contains a drop-down list that defines a lot of subjects that the 
report may reflect. For simplicity, option “other” is chosen as its selection. After 
that, all the fields are filled in. The last step for posting a report is to click the 
button “SEND”.  

Both selecting the category and clicking on the button need to be achieved 
automatically. In order to achieve it, a module called “mechanize” has to be 
imported. 

Mechanize library is used for automating interaction with websites. It can 
automatically store and send cookies, follow redirects and submit forms. 
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“mechanize.Browser.open (url)” is added to simulate the behavior of opening the 
url. Then “mechanize.Browser.select_form ()” can be used to get the form which 
category belongs to.  

In the end, “mechanize.Browser.submit (name = "submit_register")” is used to 
simulate a click on the submit button. 

An example follows: 

br = mechanize.Browser()       
br.open(pageURL)                       
br.select_form(nr = 0)           
br["category"] = category[2]                                           
response = br.submit(name = "submit_register") 

After that, a report is successfully posted to FixaMinGata (see Figure 4-7).  

 

Figure 4-7: An example of report in FixaMinGata 
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After submitting the report, the webpage will refresh and return a new url. It 
may look like “http://beta.fixamingata.se/report/509”. In the new link, a unique 
report id is generated.   

4.2.3 Database 

In the process of creating a new report, a database is used to store data for it is fast 
and secure. Meanwhile, data stored in a database is kept in a format making it much 
easier to find or retrieve when needed.  

There are four kinds of data that should be stored into a database. They are listed 
below: 

 Report id 

A report id can distinguish a report from others. Also when a report is updated 
by authority or other users on FixaMinGata, an email will be sent to the email 
address which is used when posting the report. 

 Email address 

When uploading a photo that is tagged with ”fixmystreet” in Instagram, some 
users may also attach their email addresses after the tag so that once the reports 
are posted or updated, they can get the feedback through receiving an email.  

 Link for each photo in Instagram 

As mentioned earlier, Instagram is not only a smart phone application but also 
available in web browser. Each photo in Instagram corresponds to a link that 
can be used to search for the photo in a web browser. In the feedback function, a 
comment like” Your report has been posted to FixaMinGata.” or “Your report has 
been updated.” will be added to the relevant photo on Instagram. To make this 
happen, the link for each photo is needed. 

 Link for each report in FixaMinGata 

”Mechanize.Browser.submit.geturl ()” can be used to get the new link when a 
new report is submitted. A complete link is useful when writing an email to 
Instagram users. Attach the link in the email so that users can see the details of 
the report through that link. 

For purpose of storing these data, a database named “SQLite3” is used. SQLite3 is a C 
library that provides a lightweight disk-based database that does not require a 
separate server process and allows accessing the database using a nonstandard 
variant of the SQL query language [14].  

First of all, sqlite3 can be installed through typing “sudo apt-get install sqlite3” to 
the terminal. Then a database called “report” is created. In this database, a table 
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named “report” is created with four attributes: report_id, email, insta_link and 
report_link. 

The command for creating a table named “report” is shown below: 

CREATE TABLE report (                 
report_id varchar (10),             
email varchar (20),                 
insta_link varchar (50),                           
report_link varchar (50)); 

Interaction with database can be realized through its constructor:         
sqlite3.connect (database). After the database is successfully connected, queries can 
be executed against it. In this part, queries need be executed to insert relevant 
information to the corresponding columns in table report. Next, commit () method is 
called to commit the current transaction. If it is not called, anything you did since the 
last call to commit () is not visible from other database connections.  At last, close () 
method is used to close the connection safely.  

An example follows: 

conn = sqlite3.connect('report.db')                                                                                               
c = conn.cursor()                                                                                                         
c.execute('INSERT INTO report      VALUES(?,?,?,?)',(report_id, email,             
insta_link, report_link))                                                                                       
conn.commit()                                                                                                                            
conn.close() 

The data stored in the database is similar to the following (): 

 

 

Figure 4-8: Data stored in database 
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4.3 Feedback 

Feedback to Instagram users is needed when authority or other users update the 
report. In the update page, there is a checkbox in the form for filing a report saying 
“This problem has been solved” (see Figure 4-9).  

 

 

Figure 4-9: Update a report in FixaMinGata 

 

It is thus clear that the updated information can be divided into two kinds, one is 
normal update without selecting the checkbox, the other one is marking the report 
as resolved by selecting the checkbox. When these updates happen, emails will be 
sent to the email address which was used to post the report. As mentioned earlier, a 
“fixamingatase@gmail.com” address is used to post all the reports to FixaMinGata. 
Thus, when there is new update, an email will be sent to this email address.  

The different between these two updates can also be seen in the received emails. 

For a normal update, an email as below will be received (see Figure 4-10): 
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Figure 4-10:  An updated email of a report that marked as open 

 

For a report marked as resolved, an email will be received and constructed as below 
(see Figure 4-11): 

 

 

Figure 4-11: An updated email of a report that marked as resolved 
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Checking updated emails can be done by visiting the mailbox and reading the email 
one by one to catch the key sentence. 

On the one hand, when key sentence equals to “This issue is marked as open”, we 
just extract the updated information and find a way to generate a feedback to 
Instagram users. 

On the other hand, when key sentence equals to “This issue is marked as open”, in 
addition to finding a way to generate a feedback to Instagram users, the item in 
database with the same report id should also be deleted. As it is marked as resolved, 
there is no need to keep the information anymore. 

No matter what kind of updated email is received, a valid link is provided in the 
email which refers to the report in FixaMinGata.  

Use “re.search (r'http://beta.fixamingata.se/report/ (.*)', line)” to extract the report 
id from the link and perform the query: 

select email, insta_link, report_link             
from report           
where report_id = ‘report id’ 

Afterwards, feedback functions can be implemented to forward the content of 
received email to Instagram users according to the data queried from the database. 
In this project, the feedback function can be implemented in two ways: send an 
email or add a comment.  

4.3.1 Email  

For user who added his email address in caption, an email will be sent to that email 
address when the report is posted to FixaMinGata or updated by authority and other 
users. This functionality can be implemented by importing module “smtplib”. As 
mentioned earlier in Method part, this module defines an SMTP client session object 
that can be used to send mail to any Internet machine with SMTP or EMSTP listener 
daemon.  

Interaction with the SMTP server consists connecting to sever, sending an email, and 
closing the connection. As it is an object-oriented approach, we first instantiate the 
smtplib.SMTP class via its constructor:  

smtplib.SMTP_SSL ([host [, port [, local_hostname [, keyfile [, certfile [, timeout]]]]]]) 

Instantiating the class is accomplished through standard object-oriented practice: 
smtplib.SMTP ('smtp.gmail.com:587'). Then, “server.login (username, password)” is 
filled with correct username and password to login the mailbox. Once the 
connection has been made, an email can be sent by using “SMTP.sendmail 
(from_addr, to_addrs, msg)” method. It accepts three parameters, “from_addr” refers 
to the email address that is used to send this email, ”to_addrs” points out the email 
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address of the user who will receive the email, ”msg” should be filled with detail of  
the updated report.  

The content may be constructed similar to the following (see Figure 4-12): 

 

 

Figure 4-12: Forward feedback to Instagram user by sending an email  

 

Once the script is finished executing, any open connection is automatically closed. 
However, it is nonetheless good practice to close the connection at the conclusion of 
the script. In this case, “server.quit ()” is used to close the connection.  

An example follows: 

Server=smtplib.SMTP ('smtp.gmail.com:587')                                                    
server.starttls ()                                                                                                
server.login (username, password)                                                      
server.sendmail (from_addr, to_addrs, msg)                                                                    
server.quit () 

4.3.2 Comment 

Besides sending an email, a comment will always be added to the relevant photo in 
Instagram. 

The original idea was using an Instagram API to implement this function. In the 
early stages, Instagram provided an API that could be used to add a comment to a 
photo if the media id of that photo was known in advance. But unfortunately, this 
API is not available anymore. Instead, another method is adopted. The idea is using 
“selenium webdriver” to implement this function. 

Selenium is primarily for automating web application. Selenium WebDriver is the 
successor to Selenium Remote Control. It accepts commands and sends them to a 
browser. In this project, it is used for simulating the behavior of people to add a 
comment to a photo. 

First of all, firefox is chosen by adding the code “driver = webdriver.Firefox ()”. Then, 
open the link of photo in Instagram by “driver.get (insta_link)”. The prerequisite of 
adding a comment to a photo in Instagram is to login first. Therefore, we find the 
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element by class name “loginLink” to fill in the username and password to login. 
Finally, the area for writing a comment can be found by css selector 
“#comment_button > i” and id “comment_text”.  

An example follows: 

driver = webdriver.Firefox()                     
driver.get(insta_link)             
login = driver.find_element_by_class_name("loginLink")                                              
login.click()             
iframe = driver.find_elements_by_class_name("loginDialogIframe")[0] 
driver.switch_to_frame(iframe)                    
driver.find_elements_by_name("username")[0].send_keys("username") 
driver.find_elements_by_name("password")[0].send_keys("password")  
driver.find_elements_by_name("password")[0].send_keys(Keys.RETURN) 

An example of adding a comment successfully is shown below (see Figure 4-13): 

 

 

Figure 4-13: Add a comment to photo in Instagram 
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5 Conclusion and Discussion 

In order to build up a new report system for street problems, Instagram is used for 
reporters to create a report and FixaMinGata is used to send the reports to 
authorities and also open them to the public. An application is developed to 
implement the communication between Instagram and FixaMinGata. As a result, the 
report system is built up with basic functions. The achievements are listed below: 

 Our application searches photos by a specified tag “#fixmystreet”. It means that 
when an Instagram user shares a photo with that tag, it can be found by our 
application. Then data processing is done based on the coordinates to determine 
whether a report should be posted to FixaMinGata or not. Extracting data from 
Instagram is implemented by using Instagram API. 

 A new report can be submitted and confirmed through the external import 
interface of FixaMinGata. To implement this function, POP3 and STMP are used 
from the Python standard library and Poster and Mechanize are used as third-
party modules.  

 Feedback from authorities and other users can be received as comments to the 
corresponding photo on Instagram. Aside from that, an email will be sent to 
Instagram users if a valid email address was provided.  

 

5.1 Future Work 

Although all the basic tasks are implemented well, there are still some limitations. 
They could be fixed and implemented as future work. 

5.1.1 Image Analysis 

In the project, image analysis can be useful to detect false reports. When extracting 
photo from Instagram by a specified tag, whether the photo is relevant to a road 
issue or not cannot be figured out at present. With image analysis, if there was not 
any street element detected in the photo, it can be treated as a false report. 

5.1.2 Intercommunication 

The system can be more interactive. The reporter must complete all the information, 
including tag, location and description, before a report can be sent. Therefore, if the 
reporter missed the location or the description, a prompt for the missing part could 
be sent. Furthermore, the category list for each municipality can be sent to the 
reporter, so that the reporter can choose a category to make the report more 
specific. 
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5.1.3 Open311 Standard Report 

This application should also be able to send Open311 standard reports to 
authorities directly since the external import provided by FixaMinGata is not 
convenient enough for reporting programmatically.  

For FixaMinGata, they can only send this kind report to authorities but cannot 
accept it from reporter at present. This is also the reason why we have not 
implemented the fourth task yet. In the future, however, we can expect that 
FixaMinGata would be able to import Open311 standard reports. 

One reason FixaMinGata is chosen as a component of our project is that it is hard to 
set up the communication with all authorities in Sweden by ourselves. For some 
authorities, they may already have their own report systems for road issues. Thus, it 
is better to have a unified standard for all authorities.  

Open311 is an open standard and it is well used in many cities in America. As there 
are many open resources provided online, it is convenient for Swedish authorities to 
setup this service. If so, our application will implement a function of creating a 
report in this standard and send it to authority directly.  
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